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Are you looking to own a thriving business with rapid
revenue growth potential? Check out this Great
Established Event Start-up!
Light Letters is a successful event start-up that grew from a cost saving task for the owners own
wedding into a lucrative operation.

Key Details:

Current Assets are valued at $60,000 (including website and social media).

Light Letters revenue is currently averaging around $ 40,000 per annum, but there is untapped scope
for increasing this figure given the right input from an enthusiastic and committed person.

The current owner is loath to relinquish this thriving business, but other pressing commitments dictate
otherwise.

Why Invest in This Opportunity?

Light Letters has a proven track record as an established business with impressive revenue growth

While overhead costs are low, the business has the potential to achieve high earnings and with no
competition, Light Letters is an untapped market with room for expansion and growth if managed by
the right person

Light Letters has a strong brand reputation, acclaimed for excellence in events from Rhythm and Vines,
weddings, 21sts, engagement parties, hen, and stag nights, in fact parties of all genres and for all
ages.

This business is ideal for:

 An entrepreneur looking for a lucrative investment
A wedding or event industry professional seeking to expand their portfolio
An individual with passion and a flair for helping others achieve their event vision

Seize this chance to own a profitable business and make a difference in the event industry!

Don't miss out on this exciting opportunity.

Contact Tane for more information on Light Letters and to book an appointment to discuss further.

Please check us out on Social Media for events we have been fortunate to be a part of over the last 11
years. Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/121916
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